
 
To: Members of the Pioneer Class of 1959 
From:  The Planning Committee...Marion, Leone, Terry, Kay, Kathy, Angie & Joan 
Date: August 2014 
Subject: 55th Reunion Plan to Commemorate the Launch of Our College Years at MCCW 
 
 
Hello and welcome aboard! We need your input, as only you can provide for this singular endeavor -- a ‘must’ opportunity.   
 
Some of us have been in contact, through the kindness of the Alumni Relations department, to conference call and plan 
for our October Reunion -- 55 Years as founding members of our Alma Mater. 
 
We brought up the fact that we should be thinking about setting up a Legacy unique to our Pioneer Class as a timeless 
gift to Molloy. This should be viewed as a reference to the birth of our college and should be geared to those interested in 
exploring the early history of Molloy. The target audience embodies current, prospective and graduate students, faculty, 
and religious plus friends and family. The direction we are presently taking includes: 
 

~~Cameos of Molloy History--reflections a half century later! These contributions should be scripted and 
professionally presented; talking points might be developed as guidelines. 
 
~~Let's jot down those earliest years at 915 North Village Avenue and how we set the first traditions on campus 
and during the succeeding years till our graduation. 
 
~~The possibility of an oral or written history as personalized by 'you' the author is our goal.  
  
~~You might choose to be interviewed or have a recorded discussion with a classmate or even digitally record 
and send in your remembrances.  A written segment would be most welcomed and can also be incorporated into 
this project.  
  
~~In any case, you'll design your own script -- questions, answers, statements, etc.  Whatever you are most 
comfortable with doing, will only add to the authenticity of compiling our unique history. 
  
~~Do you have any memorabilia to enhance your presentation?   What sparked you to go to Molloy in the first 
place?  How do you look back on your education in light of quality and values in today's society?  What are the 
values that are part of your family and/or have guided your career path? These are some of the story starters that 
might just jog your memory. 

  
~~Do tell a little "Tale" or two, about life at Molloy, as only you can recall. Let's have a laugh with this as well!   

 
We all have a story to tell. Now is the time to record it before we forget. We are the generation educated in the 50s and a 
product of that decade culminating at MCCW! 
 
Our committee has requested a luncheon on campus during homecoming weekend to explore the direction needed to 
expedite this undertaking. Do join our committee of interested classmates who will be in attendance. The lunch is planned 
for us all to get together on Saturday, October 18 from 12-2 p.m., in the Board Room, First Floor of Kellenberg Hall 
on the Molloy campus. Let Marion know if you are attending so she can order lunch 516.323.4702 or 
mflomenhaft@molloy.edu. 
 
Thus you can see, from this outline we need full cooperation on The Cameos of Molloy's history as seen through our 
eyes. Most importantly, we'd love to see you in person for our 55th Reunion this October but if not, do contact us with your 
thoughts and ideas. We value your input and thank you for all you continue to do to uphold the values we were taught. 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Let's get rolling on it now!  Contact a Molloy friend . . . have a good laugh . . . 
reminisce about old times . . . develop a plan of action.  With your quill & 
parchment in hand . . . memorialize your thoughts!  Good Luck! 
Send all data to Marion for safe keeping:  mflomenhaft@molloy.edu. 
A member of our committee will contact you immediately after Labor Day 
to incorporate your thoughts into our vision.  The countdown is on . . .! 


